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HAZET Tool trolley 179-7 with 219 pieces assortment type
6309
Design: Sturdy sheet steel construction, drawers with ball rack guide, middle and end catches as well as single
lock against accidental opening while driving. The side walls have square perforations, the attachments are
protected from damage by indented side walls mounted inside the trolley dimensions.  Centrally   closed by
means of a cylinder lock. Worktop made of solvent-resistant plastic, with compartments for sundries and
labelling area. With large, highly-duty ball bearing rollers (Ø 125 mm), 2 swivel castors, both sides with roll-
spinning brake (total stop) for firm footing in all directions. All wheels are equipped with thread protection,
which protects the bearings against dirt and threads. Edge protectors above and below on all four sides of the
vehicle. 
Surface scratch resistant powder-coated, body in Hazet blue, drawers in black. 
 Scope of delivery:  
1 workshop trolley Type 179-7 (Order No. 6308 0007). 
1 tool module screwdrivers 31-piece consisting of: 

Description Article

Laptop holder 14545559
Magnet holder for impact screwdriver 14599279

Roller cabinet 179N-7/137137-piece 14598188
Roller cabinet 179NXL-7/265 265-pc. 14406461

Roller cabinet 179NXXL-7/340 340-pc. 14047475
Side door for roller cabinet 179N 14598180

Small part holder 14598179
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